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Topical coverage

•  Academic Librarianship
•  Collections
•  Reference work
•  Information needs, seeking 

and use
•  Archives and records
•  Educational technologies
•  Museums and galleries
•  Classification and Indexing
•  Metadata and taxonomies
•  Information architecture
•  Knowledge organization

•  Censorship, discrimination 
and bias

•  Information society
•  Intellectual freedom
•  Online data use
•  Informetrics
•  Preservation and conservation 

of information objects
•  Data analytics
•  Information in teaching and 

learning

•  Online communities, social 
networking and social media 
information

•  Health information and data
•  Information and data 

visualization
•  Information in education 

and society
•  Information resources in 

distance learning
•  Using learning analytics to 

assess the value and impact 
of information resources

“Characteristics, preferences  
and motivation of avid  
non-fiction readers”

(Collection and Curation)

Provides insights into the 
characteristics of avid non-fiction 
book readers, exploring their typical 
demographic characteristics in 
relation to reading 
volume and frequency.

Editor in chief of the Digital Library 
Perspectives journal, Anna Maria 
Tammaro, is Director at Large of 
the Association for Information 
Science and Technology, a leading 
information science association.

Publish or impoverish: An 
investigation of the monetary 
reward system of science in China 
(1999-2016)

(Aslib Journal of Information 
Management)

The purpose of this paper is to 
present the landscape of the  
cash-per-publication reward policy 
in China and reveal its  
trend since the  
late 1990s.

“The intelligent library: thought 
leaders’ views on the likely impact 
of Artificial Intelligence on 
academic libraries”

(Library Hi Tech)

Captures a snapshot of perceptions 
of the potential impact of AI on 
academic libraries and to reflect 
on its implications for 
library work. 

“The intelligent library: Thought 
leaders’ views on the likely impact 
of artificial intelligence on  
academic libraries”

(Library Hi Tech)

A snapshot of perceptions of the 
potential impact of AI on academic 
libraries and to reflect on its 
implications for 
library work.

“Global Information Integrity”

(Global Knowledge, Memory and 
Communication, 2020)

“Let the community decide”?  
The vision and reality of soundness-
only peer review in open-access 
mega-journals”

(Journal of Documentation)

Understanding the theory and 
practice of peer review in open-
access mega-journals (OAMJs)

Gary Marchionini (University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill) is 
the Dean and Cary C. Boshamer 
Professor at the UNC School of 
Information and Library Science 
(SILS). He served as President of the 
American Society for Information 
Science and Technology. He 
received the Library and Information 
Technology Kilgour Award  
for Research in Library  
and Information  
Technology and the  
ASIST Award of Merit.

“Achieving sustainable competitive 
advantage through green 
entrepreneurial orientation and 
market orientation: The role of 
inter-organizational learning”

(The Bottom Line) 

Looks at the role of the inter-
organizational learning contributing 
in transforming the green 
entrepreneurial 
orientation and market 
orientation to the 
improvement of 
sustainable competitive 
advantage.
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Title listing Featured titles

REFERENCE SERVICES REVIEW

Covers all aspects of reference and library user 
services in a digital age, the journal is described by 
the ALA RUSA as ‘one of the most respected in the 
field of reference librarianship’. 2020 special issue 

“Academic Libraries and the 45th President” analyses 
current political climate and the impact on academic 

library services.

JOURNAL OF DOCUMENTATION

Unique in its approach, concepts and models within 
library and information sciences overlap with those in 
cognate disciplines such as psychology and cognitive 
science, the physical sciences, communication and 
media studies, museum studies, computer science, 

sociology and publishing.

INFORMATION AND LEARNING SCIENCES

The oldest library journal first published in  
1898 as ‘New Library World’. the journal explores 

scholarly intersections shared within two key fields: 
information science and the learning  

sciences/education sciences.

2050-3806 Aslib Journal of Information Management

2514-9326 Collection and Curation

2514-9288 Data Technologies and Applications

2059-5816 Digital Library Perspectives

2514-9342 Global Knowledge, Memory  
and Communication

2398-5348 Information and Learning Sciences

2398-6247 Information Discovery and Delivery

0022-0418 Journal of Documentation

0737-8831 Library Hi Tech

0741-9058 Library Hi Tech News

0143-5124 Library Management

1468-4527 Online Information Review

1467-8047 Performance Measurement and Metrics

0090-7324 Reference Services Review

0888-045X The Bottom Line

0264-0473 The Electronic Library

Create a complete subject resource with 
eJournal Backfiles Subject Collections 

One single payment provides perpetual 
access to Backfiles content for your  
chosen subject. 

Find out more, visit: 
tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/backfiles 

Featured 2020 
Special Issues
Evidence-based and Pragmatic Online Teaching and 
Learning Approaches in K-12 and Higher Education 
(Information and Learning Sciences)

“Biometrics and Information Security in 
Computer Applications”
(Information Discovery and Delivery)

“Crowdsourcing and Collaboration in Digital Humanities”
(Aslib Journal of Information Management)

“Academic Libraries and the 45th President” 
(Reference Services Review)

http://tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/backfiles


Join us in making a Real Impact.

For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has 
been at the heart of the Emerald business. Our core 
ethos is to help make a difference so that little by 
little, those in academia or in practice can work 
together to make a positive change in the real world. 

Our publications and publishing services help 
authors tell their story in a meaningful and timely 
way, providing innovative tools and services to build 
confidence and capability in impactful research.

Connect with usAbout us

EMAIL
contactemerald@emerald.com

CALL
+44(0) 1274 777700  

VISIT
emeraldgrouppublishing.com

Emerald Insight is home to over 
300 journals, 2,600 books, 20,000 
Expert Briefings, 2,500 case studies 
and a growing collection of open 
access content. 

Librarian Toolkit
Includes: access and authentication information, user guides, library promotional material, guidance 
on usage reports and resources for discovery.

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/librarian-toolkit

Our digital platform 
takes research to 
the world 

emerald.com/insight
DISCOVERABLE AND ACCESSIBLE 
•   Supports major authentication methods 

including IP, Shibboleth, OpenAthens, 
Referring URL and EZproxy 

•  Indexed in all major discovery  
systems including Primo, Summon, 
OCLC and EBSCO 

•  Users can download citations directly 
from the platform to load into their 
citation management tool

•  KBART and MARC records available  
to download. 

FAST AND ACCURATE RESULTS
• Quick and advanced search 
•  Search results ordered by relevance, 

regardless of content type 
•    MarkLogic’s powerful search technology
 quickly surfaces relevant content
•  Predictable navigation and  

simple interface 
•  Browse pages by content type and 

institution holdings offer new routes  
to discover content

•  Integrated TrendMD technology  
to enhance content discovery. 

FLEXIBLE ACCESS FOR USERS
•   No download restrictions or embargoes 
•   ‘Profiles’ give users personalization 

features, such as ‘save search’ and  
‘Table of Contents’ alerts 

•  HTML, PDF and ePub formats 
•  Access via desktop or mobile device 
•  Multi-user, institution-wide access.
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